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PROACTIVE FOREST MANAGEMENT CAN LEAD TO A
LIFETIME OF ENJOYMENT
Family forestland owners are known for their passion for wildlife, fishing
and hunting. This article emphasizes the importance of habitat on private
forestland.

BY PAUL TRIANOSKY

WHO ATE MY TREE?! WILDLIFE DAMAGE IN SMALL 
FORESTLANDS
Sometimes having attractive wildlife habitat can be counterproductive to
your “healthy” forest objectives. Here are helpful options to manage your
situation.

BY KEN BEVIS

THE WILDLIFE UNDERFOOT
It’s easy to overlook the smallest critters in your forest. This is an interesting
review of three beneficial and often-prevalent invertebrate species.

BY ED STYSKEL

THREE EASY TIPS TO GET THE BEST BANG FOR
YOUR BUCK
Sometimes big habitat improvements are made by simple manipulation of
your existing trees and vegetation. Consider these actions to make the most
of your efforts.

BY JENNIFER WEIKEL

IMPROVING SONGBIRD HABITAT IN YOUNG FORESTS
Take advantage of new research and recommendations to improve songbird
habitat on your forestland. Songbirds can be big contributors to your overall
enjoyment of the forest.

BY FRAN CAFFERATA COE AND JULIE WOODWARD

Wildlife habitat looks different
from one forest to the next.
Diversity across the landscape is a
key concept. Photos courtesy of
Kellie Carlsen (snag), Sustainable
Forestry Initiative, Inc. (deer) and
Glenn Thompson (sapsucker).



ood, water and cover are com-
monly listed as what animals
need to survive. As practical for-

est managers, we should know that
what we do on the land influences
what lives on the land. In short, ani-
mals need habitat. Another thing I
have learned from wildlife biologists
is that there are good animals and
bad animals and sometimes they are
the same animal, at least by our stan-
dards. Deer are nice to look at but
they feed in our flower beds and
browse our seedlings. Hawks eat
rodents but also songbirds. Don’t let
the bad outshine the good. What is
good or bad in the natural world is
just our perception.

The Muleshoe Ranch is about 35
miles northwest of Willcox, Arizona
on a dirt road. No longer grazed by
cattle, the ranch is owned and man-
aged by The Nature Conservancy, the
US Forest Service and the Bureau of
Land Management. It consists of

about 50,000 acres of desert environ-
ment: dry hillsides, exposed rock and
xeric species. Well, most of it. At
Hookers Hot Springs there is a
stream flowing through this hostile
environment: a riparian area running
like a green snake through a child’s
sandbox. The stream, about 20 feet
wide and three inches deep bank-to-
bank, rises from the rock, runs for
five miles and disappears. If you
think about it, the stream is really an
oasis. It is common to see deer forag-
ing in the dry uplands. Can you imag-
ine how important that stream is to
their existence? Life’s necessities do
not need to be spread evenly across
the landscape.

I have six acres of upland planted
with Douglas-fir that has been invad-
ed by natural red alder. For 20 years

the trees have been fighting it out. In
winter 2015, at age 26, the stand was
precommercial-thinned (PCT).
“Whoa,” you might say, “isn’t that a
little late?” Well, that could be, but
there were just too many trees. Here
are the instructions I gave to the cut-
ter: space the leave trees 17-by-17,
favor the fir, favor the best quality
trees, and cut no cedar.

At completion of the PCT the
stand looks uneven, with patches of
alder among the fir. The stand is
more open, particularly under the
alder patches where the understory
vegetation is rapidly increasing in
abundance. Glenn Ahrens comment-
ed in the summer issue that manag-
ing hardwoods in clumps is often the
easiest management method, and
that hardwoods increase the quantity
and quality of wildlife food. So it
appears that this treatment fits his
model. As you might expect, some
four- to eight-inch diameter trees
were cut and they lay where they fell,
increasing the amount of dead wood
on the site. Another win for the crit-
ters living there. There is no surface
water. Life’s necessities do not need
to be spread evenly across the land-
scape. ■

Habitat is a Mosaic
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hose of us private landowners
who live on our tree farms are
fortunate to enjoy the wildlife.

I’m not talking about participating in
the filming of a Girls Gone Wild video
during the 1989 Fort Lauderdale
spring break festivities, however fun
that may have been. No, I’m referring
to the type of life we experience that
is less urbane than our cosmopolitan
countrymen are accustomed to. We
tend to live a life that is less refined
and raw: wild, if you will. We are able
to step out our back door and stand
witness to the wild wonders that
forests have to offer.

My beloved wife, Jill, giggles when
she walks out on the back porch to
find me in a thousand-yard stare into
the woods. “Whatcha lookin’ at? Do
you see that bull moose that’s been
hangin’ around?” she’ll ask. What pro-

vokes the giggle is my reply, “No, I
was just considering the branching
architecture of those pine trees over
there. Look how the crowns and
trunks dance and sway to the sympho-
ny of the wind.” When the winds are
gusty, that dance can resemble a mosh
pit at a concert during the 1989 spring
break festivities in Fort Lauderdale:
rhythmic swaying and bumping up
against your neighbor, occasionally
breaking a branch in the commotion.
This is experiencing the wild life.

Other times, the wild life
includes...the wildlife. Not much in
this life compares to watching a cow
moose train her calf to nibble ALL
the buds off of your newly-planted
apple trees. “Arrrgh! Get away from
my trees you ding-dang #*^&@?%
&’s!!!” I swear, I was this close to
jumping on that cow’s back and rid-

ing her out of town like a rented
mule! It isn’t funny how we live out in
the country to share with the wildlife,
but find out, much to our chagrin,
that THEY DON’T SHARE!

I recently talked with a friend and
neighbor about living with wildlife.
Although he loved owls, he was
lamenting that they were eating one
chicken a night. He grows and sup-
plies various meats for a local fine
eatery, so the loss of capital and pro-
duction is a serious concern. Instead
of blasting that hooter off the fence-
post with a 12-gauge, he did some
research. He read that owls don’t
mind wires as they’re coming into a
chicken yard. Hell, they sit on ‘em to
peruse the dinner selection! But, they
do need an open-air “runway” to fly
off with the added weight of their
prey (and someone else’s Cordon Bleu
dinner). He devised a simple wire net-
work over the chicken yard to con-
found the birds’ takeoffs.  He hasn’t
lost a chicken since.

Congruously, living with and man-
aging wildlife, to some degree, entails
synchronizing your rhythms and
objectives to those wildlings around
you. There’s a give-and-take relation-
ship there: sometimes you give some
apple trees and sometimes you take
some meat. Although I strive for a
“live and let live” philosophy, a stub-
born raccoon or mature buck may
have to be “managed” into Daniel
Boone-style food or clothing. I call
the style “nouveau redneck chic.”
Nothing says “I live the wildlife” like
sporting a coonskin cap to the next
spring break party! ■

Living the Wildlife
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made a slight change to the
theme for this issue of Northwest
Woodlands. The truth is, I believe I

have plenty of wildlife on my small
tree farm purchased in 1979. My ques-
tion is, “How can we peacefully coexist
with wildlife?” Every three years or so I
have a skirmish with yellow jackets.
This usually happens when I’m walk-
ing cross-country over some lightly-
travelled forestland, preoccupied by
carrying a tool in each hand. I hapless-
ly walk by a hole in the ground (maybe
next to a decomposing log) and war
breaks out. So I need to be more
observant walking cross-country.

Next question, “Do you want
domestic animals or wild animals in
your forestland near the home?” Seven
years ago my outdoor cat died of old
age. When the cat was young and spry I
noticed few small wild animals (e.g.,
squirrels, chipmunks, rabbits, and small
birds) running or flying around near the
home. Shortly after my cat passed, I
noticed a population explosion of wild
animals. At first it was fun to see a vari-
ety of animals, but as the population
continued to expand the area became
crowded. A new problem developed due
to my failure to pour a concrete floor
for the nearby pole building in a timely
manner. The resourceful squirrels tun-
neled through the ground level gravel to
find a warm and quiet haven inside the
pole building. Chipmunks easily found
small openings near the roll-up panel
door to get inside. The population
explosion came to a halt that fall. What
changed? I found my answer while qui-
etly pruning tree limbs in a remote part
of my woodland property. After moving

limbs into a pile, I glanced up and 15
feet from me on a maple tree branch
was a barred owl. We quietly stared at
each other. He made no sound and did
not move. But I believe he solved a sup-
ply and demand problem of small
mammals on my forestland. 

My last wildlife episode deals with
wild birds. I received an elaborate bird-
house for a Christmas gift. I placed the
birdhouse on a pole and added a bird
feeder ring so I could view the activity
from the kitchen window. I enjoyed see-
ing small birds of all sizes and colors.
After a few weeks, larger birds showed
up and dominated the eating area. I was
less interested in these birds, which
included crows and woodpeckers.
Finally, the unthinkable happened. A
small woodpecker (or maybe a flicker)
began drilling holes into the cedar sid-
ing. I think he wanted to eat the box
elder bugs that resided between two
pieces of siding. After 15 holes in the
siding, I countered by hanging light-
weight netting from the house fascia
boards. I don’t think I have achieved the
title of this article, but I welcome your
comments. Please suggest an answer
other than buying a cat and dog.  ■
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NOVEMBER
✓ Check your culverts and evaluate your road drainage.
Good ditches, waterbars and culverts can prevent
washouts, costly repairs and degradation of water quality.
Better water quality and habitat mean better fishing!

✓ Pruning can reduce fuels, repair storm damage and
improve aesthetics, visibility and log quality. Be sure to
leave enough live crown to support the tree’s photosynthe-
sis and cut just outside the branch collar to encourage
“healing” of the cut.

✓ Consult with your accountant to plan your year-end tax
moves.

✓ Winterize and complete maintenance on your equipment.
Clean off mud that can “freeze” moving parts, drain fire hoses
and pumps, sharpen your hand tools and store them in a dry
place, and check your antifreeze levels. Good tool mainte-
nance pays off!

✓ Assess wildfire damage to your forestland and make
plans for restoration if necessary.

✓ Seed bare ground with native grasses to control erosion
and invasive species.

DECEMBER
✓ Donate or sell your holiday greens, boughs, mistletoe,
cones and trees.

✓ Hold a family meeting to review accomplishments and
reaffirm your tree farm goals & objectives. Inspect your for-
est with family and friends. Take a family photo on the
property. Watch for evidence of wildlife to encourage your
heirs to continue the tradition of good forest management.

✓ Refresh your property boundaries and signage.

✓ Renew your association membership and plan to attend
or organize meetings, tours and classes.

✓ Check into membership and certification in the American
Tree Farm System.

✓ Complete your record-keeping for 2015 and your finan-
cial planning for the future.

JANUARY
✓ If the ground freezes, it could be good timing for your
logging operation to reduce soil compaction and risk of
fire.

✓ Your management plan is a dynamic document. Spend
some time updating and refining it with input from your
family’s future forest managers.

✓ Plan your 2016 projects, contact consultants, hire con-
tractors, and file any necessary permits.

✓ Tree planting can begin in January if snow or frozen soil
aren’t present. Pay particular attention to soil moisture and
temperature; seedling source (zone and elevation), quality
and species; and proper handling/planting techniques.
You’ll be glad you did it right the first time!

✓ If your forest is accessible, this is a good time for cruising,
road layout, marking property boundaries, establishing con-
tinuous inventory plots and establishing photo points so
you can see the effect of your hard work over time.

✓ Watch for nesting activity so you can protect or improve
the habitat, and avoid disturbing the wildlife while they are
sensitive.

Down on the Tree Farm

Down on the Tree Farm has been a project of the Linn County Small Woodlands Association and the OSU Extension Master Woodland Managers for eight years.
Many thanks to Dave Bateman, Mike Barsotti, Neal Bell, Rick Fletcher, Joe Holmberg, Steve Kohl, Jim Merzenich, Tim Otis, Roy Stutzman, Aaron White and Brad
Withrow-Robinson for a job well done! Suggestions for this column are always welcome and may be sent to the editor at: annewithnww@gmail.com.

FOR MORE INFORMATION...
Check out these favorite websites and publications:

• forestsandfish.com/environmental-protection/road-improvements

• cru.cahe.wsu.edu/CEPublications/eb1984/EB1984.pdf (conifer pruning)

• msuextension.org/forestry/Resources/pdf/FF_BurnSeverityAssessment_PK.pdf

• tinyurl.com/AfterTheBurn

• cals.uidaho.edu/edComm/detail.asp?IDnum=1662 (grass seeding)

• oregonwoodlandcooperative.com

• ntfpinfo.us (non-timber forest products)

• westernforestry.org/WoodlandFishAndWildlife

• treefarmsystem.org

• tinyurl.com/Forestland-Record-Keeping

• knowyourforest.org/learning-library/forest-management-planning

• catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/topic/forestry-and-wood-processing/reforestation

• tinyurl.com/InventoryTechniques
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A group of Oregon Woodland Cooperative (OWC) members, and
other family forest owners from Maine, Vermont and British
Columbia, spent two weeks in Sweden and Norway in early June
2014. The purpose of the trip was to learn how the Scandinavians
make their woodland cooperatives work so successfully. The group
also wanted to learn how the productive forests of Scandinavia are
managed. Be sure to check the end of this article to see how you
can join the 2016 group. OWC, in collaboration with OSWA and OSU
Extension, is offering woodland owners one more opportunity to
visit those two countries.

Sweden’s original woodland cooperatives consolidated into four
large cooperatives. They are located regionally and their areas do
not overlap. The four may eventually become two or three. The rea-
son for the mergers is that the economy of scale reduces adminis-
trative costs and makes the cooperatives more efficient. The busi-
ness of the cooperatives extends from logging operations to bio-
fuel for electrical production.

A precommercial thinning operation is common to reduce the
competition between the small trees. Two or three commercial
thinning operations will often precede a final clearcut at age 90 to
110 years. Forests are replanted with 2000 seedlings per hector or
about 800 seedlings per acre. There are three main species of trees
raised. Birch is mainly used for firewood. Norway spruce and Scotch
pine are the commercial lumber and pulp species. We found no
Himalayan blackberries or Scotch broom in the Scandinavian
forests. The harsh winters seem to take care of those problems.

In Norway the cooperatives were much
smaller and more regional. The most active
forest management occurs in the southern
portion of the country. Heavy glacial activity
in the central and northern portions left
poor soil and restricted the forestland to
small tracts. As in Sweden, the primary forest
species are birch, spruce and pine. Norway
has little need to use biofuel for their electri-
cal production since hydropower provides
their electrical needs. We visited several
fjords, a cable logging operation, a dairy
farm, a water-powered sawmill, and many
other interesting sights.

This trip was the brainchild of Richard
and Anne Hanschu in Forest Grove, Oregon.

They have been hosting groups from Scandinavia over the years
and thought some Oregonians might like to see how things work
in Sweden and Norway. They contacted Rick Fletcher, a retired
forestry Extension agent, who joined us on the trip to provide his
expertise. Many hours spent arranging the trip and setting up the
connections resulted in an outstanding and very successful educa-
tional experience.

A May 27-June 14, 2016 Scandinavian forestry trip is being
organized by the Oregon Woodland Cooperative. If this adventure
wets your whistle, please contact Karen Graham (503-647-0310;
kgraham@duckswild.com) or Miles Merwin (971-285-6960;
owco-op@owco-op.com). Please contact them soon to beat
the registration deadline. Information is also available at:
oregonwoodlandcooperative.com/scandinavia-forestry-tour.
Have a great trip!

Editor’s Note: This column came about because there are so many
good stories to tell that don’t necessarily fit into the theme of the
magazine. And we know that the understory is important in a
healthy forest! This first column was adapted from material submit-
ted by Sherm Sallee. Your ideas for future subjects in The Understory
are always welcome.

A large group of family forest owners from Oregon, Maine, Vermont
and British Columbia toured the forests of Sweden and Norway
in 2014.
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By PAUL TRIANOSKY

n 1992, I was a
young forester
assigned by the

U.S. Forest Service to
study fire history in
the Douglas-fir
forests of southwest
Montana. Our research took us far
off the most commonly travelled
roads and trails, and led us deep into
some of the most remote recesses of
the northern Rocky Mountains. One
of my most memorable experiences
during that summer involved a curi-
ous black bear, enticed to visit the tail-
gate of our pickup truck by the allur-
ing smell of my peanut butter cracker
lunch. As we watched and remained
very still, I became concerned that we
may have to shoo the nearsighted ani-
mal before he finally realized that the
figures on the tailgate were actually
people. After a moment of great sur-
prise on the part of the bear, and

some considerable fear by my work
partner, the bear trotted off to a safe
distance. For years, that story domi-
nated my retelling of experiences from
a very rich summer in Montana.

Whether we are foresters, bird
watchers, hunters, hikers or landown-
ers, those of us who love the woods
also love wildlife. Most of us instinc-
tively search for tracks, scat, move-
ment or other signs of wildlife during
our visits to the forest, regardless of
our primary purpose for being there.
Family forestland owners in particular
seem to have a fondness for wildlife
that factors heavily into their decision
to purchase land. According to the
National Woodland Owners Survey,
at least half of the nation’s family
forestland is owned by people who
rated beauty/scenery and nature pro-
tection as being either “important” or
“very important.” Though “wildlife”
is not specifically queried, “hunting
and fishing” also rates well. This gen-
eral interest in wildlife is supported by

a study, conducted by the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service (USFWS), which
found that nearly a third of the U.S.
population enjoyed feeding, observing
or photographing wildlife. In 2011
(the most recent data available),
wildlife-related trips and equipment
accounted for nearly $55 billion in
U.S. economic activity.

Altogether, it’s pretty easy to make
the translation that woodland owners
appreciate the wildlife values of their
forestland, and that they probably
make an effort through their forest
management activities to accommo-
date the needs of wildlife they cherish
most. If you’re reading this publica-
tion, you’re already in a unique class
of landowners who are seeking out
information about forest management.

I don’t get into the woods as much
as I used to, but my work continues
to be inextricably linked to wildlife
through forest management. As vice
president of Conservation and
External Affairs at the Sustainable
Forestry Initiative Inc. (SFI), I have
the chance to help shape and pro-
mote SFI’s sustainability standards,
which provide guidance on wildlife,
biological diversity, water quality pro-
tection and the other elements of sus-
tainability that matter to all of us.
With about 270 million acres certified
to the SFI forest management stan-
dard in the United States and
Canada, that adds up to a lot of
wildlife habitat, not to mention the
innumerable birds, insects, fish and
animals that depend on those well-
managed forests. Regardless of the
size of your ownership, you have a
role to play to ensure that wildlife
habitats and biological diversity are
protected.

You have likely already heard that
the first step to protecting your wood-
lands is to seek the advice of a profes-
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Proactive Forest Management Can Lead
to a Lifetime of Enjoyment

I

Be sure that your forest management plan includes “Best Management Practices” to
protect water resources on, and downstream of, your property. 
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sional who can help develop a forest
management plan consistent with your
needs. The best place to start is with
your state forestry agency, which can
either directly engage in developing the
forest management plan or help you
connect with a private consulting
forester who is trained to do so. Quite
often, such management plans (also
called “stewardship plans”) may be
eligible for cost-sharing assistance
administered either through the state
or the U.S. Department of Agricul-
ture. Again, check with your state
agency to learn more.

State forestry and wildlife agencies
frequently produce brochures, book-
lets, videos and other easily accessible
materials to help family forest land-
owners get the information they need
to manage their land effectively. As
you would expect, many of these
resources are devoted to wildlife habi-
tat management. As an example, you
might consider checking out the
videos and publications available
through the learning library on
Oregon’s “Know Your Forest” web-
site (knowyourforest.org) or the pub-
lications of Washington State
University Extension (look for
wildlife under the Natural Resources
section: pubs.wsu.edu). Many private
organizations also produce such mate-
rials to meet the needs of their mem-
bers, including state forestry associa-
tions, the National Wild Turkey
Federation, and others. The American
Tree Farm System is a good source of
information for woodland owners,
and serves as both a recognition pro-
gram and certification system to show
timber buyers and the public that
you’re managing your forest responsi-
bly. Their online tool MyLandPlan.org
allows you to map your own property
and access information specific to
your interests. Your local forester or
forestry agency can help steer you to
some of these resources.

Once you’ve resolved to develop a
forest management plan for your
property, there’s a good chance you’ll
discover that your professional forester
of choice is as interested in wildlife as

you are. I’ve encountered many con-
sulting foresters who are also certified
wildlife management professionals,
and all foresters at least have a keen
understanding of habitat management
and how to weave together the various
goals of landowners to maximize val-
ues of interest (including wildlife). A
wide variety of wildlife goals can be
managed very consistently with eco-
nomic, aesthetic and other typical
objectives of family forest owners. But
it’s important that you’re as clear as
possible about your goals. With that in
mind, let’s consider a few ways that
you can focus your interest on wildlife,
and describe it effectively to your
forester.

For example, if you enjoy hunting,
then what species are of greatest inter-
est? Managing your deer population is
often a priority among forestland
owners. Some owners may be seeking
to increase the size of the local popu-

lation. If this is the case for you, this
means increasing the area’s “carrying
capacity” (the total number of animals
that your property can support) by
improving browse amount and quality,
and potentially increasing available
cover. But in some locations, deer can
“overbrowse” seedlings and have an
adverse impact on the quality and
health of a young forest. A forester
can help you balance these objectives,
but you can also seek understanding
from other experts. Quality Deer
Management Association is one of the
organizations set up to work with
landowners specifically to address
management goals for deer, but there
are other sources of information
worth exploring, including your own
state wildlife or game management
agency.

The Northwest is fortunate to host

–Continued on next page–

Your forest management plan can ensure a mixture of ages and size classes to provide
habitat for a diversity of wildlife species.
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at least two primary species of
deer. Whitetail and mule deer
often share the same geography,
but their specific habitat needs can
be different. For example, you
may find that whitetail popula-
tions can be improved by increas-
ing the percentage of brushy cover
in your woods, which is particular-
ly critical during fawning season.
In terms of forest management,
this could mean adjusting rotation
ages (or the time between har-
vests) to ensure the presence of
early successional habitat.

It’s worth explaining that much
of wildlife management in the
context of forestry has to do with
managing the mix of ages, size
classes and species in your forest.
Forests go through a natural pro-
gression of species composition
and structural complexity as they
age. Each successional stage, as
they are sometimes called, has its
own characteristics and attributes rel-
ative to wildlife habitat. Early succes-
sional habitat, which can be the result
of natural disturbance or of harvest-
ing activity, can provide a tremendous
diversity of habitat needs for species
ranging from butterflies to mammals
to raptors (like hawks and eagles),
and a variety of neotropical birds.

Historically, the landscape consisted
of a myriad of successional stages,
and therefore habitat conditions, as a
consequence of both natural and
human-caused disturbances. This pat-
tern of successional stages results in
species that are uniquely adapted to
each set of conditions. Forest man-
agement can mimic these historic

processes to promote the fulfilment of
certain conditions, as well as the pres-
ence of certain species, that are desir-
able to the landowner. To manage a
woodland for a mix of desired wildlife
species, one simple approach would
be to adjust the mix of successional
habitats on your property.

Improving habitats for various bird
species is a common goal in managing
family forestlands, since birds are
arguably the most beloved animals
found in American forests. The
USFWS estimated in 2011 that about
20 percent of the U.S. population, or
47 million people, enjoyed bird watch-
ing. Oregon, Washington, Idaho and
Montana all exceeded this 20 percent
average. Fortunately, your woods pro-
vide a prime opportunity to ensure
suitable habitat for a variety of birds,
as many of these avian species are
dependent on conditions found specif-
ically in managed forests. For exam-
ple, ruffed grouse is both an impor-
tant game species, and one that
depends on early successional habitat,
often created through harvesting, to
survive and reproduce. You may have
also seen the familiar yellow-rumped
warbler in your woodlands. With a
unique ability to metabolize waxy
bayberries and wax myrtle fruit, they
can winter much farther north than
many of their cousins. In the summer-
time, however, the warbler will switch
to eating flying insects, an altogether
different habitat requirement.
Understanding the foraging, nesting
and habitat needs of such species can
help you and your forester select man-
agement strategies to maximize their
presence. Resources available to learn
about this topic are too numerous to
list, but you can start by checking the
website for your state Extension serv-
ice, or sites catering to bird watching
(e.g., thebirdguide.com).

One simple and well-known
method for providing bird habitat is
to leave a few snags behind following
a timber harvest. Such trees, which
may be dead, hollow or poor in form,
can provide important perching sites
for raptors, or opportunities for
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Dead trees, or “snags”, can provide opportuni-
ties for cavity-nesting species.
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woodpeckers or other cavity nesters.
When choosing trees to leave behind,
consider diameter as well as condi-
tion, and leave behind a small cluster
of trees if possible. Grouping will aid
in windfirmness and provide some
additional cover and microhabitat
diversity at ground level.

A study currently underway by the
American Bird Conservancy, through
a grant from SFI, is identifying habi-
tat needs and associated forest man-
agement strategies for bird species of
conservation concern. When complet-
ed, the results of this study (along
with many others that have been con-
ducted by state and federal agencies,
academic institutions and non-profit
organizations) will contribute to a
body of knowledge that your forester
will be able to access. While this
underscores the need to engage a
knowledgeable forester to develop and
implement your own plan, you may
also consider joining an organization
like the American Bird Conservancy,
the National Wild Turkey Federation,
the Ruffed Grouse Society or another
credible wildlife conservation organi-
zation that can provide information
about habitat needs and species in
your area. While it will often be neces-
sary to engage a professional in the
complex business of forest manage-
ment, improving your own knowledge
about wildlife through workshops and
publications is always a good idea.

While birds can traverse vast areas
in their annual migrations, they’re not
the only wide-ranging species of inter-
est to forest owners. No discussion
about wildlife would be complete
without talking about the big critters
like bear, elk, moose, mountain lion
and lynx. Because these species are all
characterized by their large territories,
it also stands to reason that their
required habitats can be quite diverse.
Nonetheless, your own woodland,
regardless of its size, may be con-
tributing important habitat require-
ments for one or more of these
species.

Start out by looking for signs of
wildlife on your property. Seek out

fresh tracks in soft ground or after a
light snow. There are numerous publi-
cations that can help you identify
tracks and even scat. Consider placing
a motion-activated trail cam, fre-
quently used to scout hunting loca-
tions, in promising spots along game
trails or near the edges of fields to
capture images of these large but elu-
sive creatures. Additionally, some of

the biggest and most interesting ani-
mals on your property might be near-
ly or completely nocturnal, and there-
fore very hard to see.

While you’re looking for signs of
wildlife, consider also spending some
time looking for rare habitats and
unusual plant communities on your
property. These microsites can harbor
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important elements of biodiversity
that you may wish to protect. In the
Northwest, this could include aspen
woodlands, oak woodlands, late suc-
cessional forests, or even seeps or
cliffs. Such places can be important to
wildlife species that have a narrow
range of habitat requirements, includ-
ing certain songbirds or reptiles.

Though many landowners are
tempted to set out feed stations for
animals like bear and deer, it’s impor-
tant to do so cautiously to avoid a
dependence or habituation by these
animals, which can make them a nui-
sance or even negatively impact the
health of their population. Even a
bird feeder, such as a suet feeder, can
inadvertently attract bears, raccoons
or similar unwanted visitors. Most
importantly, feeding stations may be
considered “bait stations” in some
states, and therefore subject to local
game regulations. Understand the
law in your area, and proceed cau-

tiously and thoughtfully before
attempting to attract wildlife in this
way.

It would be a mistake not to men-
tion water resources when discussing
wildlife habitat needs in forests. A
recent study, funded by SFI through
the National Association of State
Foresters (NASF), suggested that
more than 50 percent of the nation’s
drinking water originates from forest-
ed landscapes. These waters provide a
tremendous amount of habitat for
aquatic species, including many
species of game fish. The plan you
and your forester create should
include provisions for protecting
water resources through implementa-
tion of Best Management Practices
(BMPs), which will help keep your
streams flowing clean and assure
appropriate amounts of cover and
debris to maintain aquatic habitats.
The NASF study noted the close link
between water quality and BMP

implementation rates, as well as the
role of both state agencies and SFI in
promoting logger training around
water quality. Be sure to include pro-
visions in any harvesting contract for
both BMP implementation and the
use of trained loggers.

So you’ve identified your interests
in wildlife, maybe even found some
wildlife evidence on your property,
and consulted with your forester to
develop a plan. He or she has created
a plan that successfully integrates the
elements of wildlife management,
economics, forest regeneration, water
quality protection and any other
interests you’ve identified and shared.
Now how do you implement your
plan?

Since forest management is funda-
mentally about managing forest con-
ditions through carefully designed
harvesting and regeneration, chances
are that your forester will have laid
out a schedule for some sort of har-
vesting activity in the future. When
the time comes, your forester can also
help you identify qualified contractors
to conduct those activities reliably.
Not only that, foresters can provide
input on contractors who can provide
the greatest benefit, both financially
and in terms of habitat improvement.
Harvest plans should include pro-
posed layout of haul roads and skid
trails, which create some opportunity
for wildlife. Consider seeding retired
roads and skid trails with plant
species that create desirable forage or
cover. A few carefully placed brush
piles can provide cover for certain
birds like grouse, or small mammals
like rabbits. Retired log landings or
wide spots in the road can be perfect
places to plant a few fruit or hazelnut
trees, or even leave behind some
bigleaf maple, which are a preferred
browse for elk.

One key forest management activi-
ty to benefit wildlife is the practice of
thinning. Thinning can serve a variety
of purposes from a forester’s perspec-
tive, including improving the density
of the stand or removing unhealthy
trees or less desirable species. For
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wildlife, thinning can open the forest
floor to additional light, improving
available browse or creating opportu-
nities for perching or nesting in the
newly-opened mid-story or canopy.
Thinning can be applied uniformly
throughout the stand or in a variable
fashion, thus increasing the diversity
of the remaining stand. Your forester
can help you determine the best
approach for thinning in your woods,
and he or she can also help you
understand any potential tradeoffs
between long-term financial value and
wildlife value.

Depending on the nature of your
management activity, and the recom-
mendations from your forester
regarding regenerating the next
stand, there may be cost-share pro-
grams available to assist you in your
wildlife management activities.
Recognizing the conservation value
and public benefits of forest manage-
ment, the U.S. Department of
Agriculture (along with many states)
has implemented programs to cover
part or all of your expenses in imple-
menting certain practices. Your state
agency forester can help guide you to
the appropriate programs for your
circumstances, many of which are
administered by the Natural

Resources Conservation Service. Be
sure to check all the eligibility
requirements and rules before pro-
ceeding with the practices on your
property, since program rules can
vary and many programs provide
reimbursement only after the practice
is successfully implemented.

Some of my most gratifying experi-
ences as a professional forester have
been working directly with woodland
owners to implement their vision on
their property. Invariably, this has
included attention to wildlife
resources. Managing wildlife on your
forested property can be tremendously
fulfilling, and it’s often a validation of
your efforts to “do the right thing”
with your woodlands. With a little
knowledge (and some help from a
forestry professional) you can meet all
your goals in forest management.
Perhaps, during a future walk in the
woods, you’ll have your own chance
encounter with wildlife and be able to
create a moment that you will always
remember. ■

PAUL TRIANOSKY is vice president of
Conservation and External Affairs for
SFI and their principal liaison with
conservation organizations. Before
joining SFI, Paul was Director of

Southern Forest Conservation for the
American Forest Foundation for
almost three years. Prior to AFF, Paul
held numerous positions with The
Nature Conservancy for almost 20
years. Paul has a B.S. in Forest
Resource Management from Virginia
Tech, and a Masters of Environmental
Management from Duke University.
He can be reached at 423-571-2562 or
Paul.Trianosky@sfiprogram.org. For
more information, please visit the SFI
website at: sfiprogram.org.
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By KEN BEVIS

onsider two
categories of
wildlife: the

“good” and the
“bad”. Some I like,
some I don’t. Why?
The good are appeal-
ing; the bad take something from us.

Ah, wildlife. Everybody likes
wildlife, right? Well, not necessarily.
We mostly enjoy the good, and their
presence is a great benefit of manag-
ing forestlands. The elegant deer on
the meadow edge, the majestic eagle,
the cute chipmunk, amazing pileated
woodpeckers nesting in that big snag
and so many others; all add greatly to
our experience of the forest.

But wait, who damaged my little
trees? Who ate the tops in my carefully
planted plantation? Why is that
seedling girdled? Who tore the bark
from the base of those small-diameter
Douglas-fir? Darn it! Suddenly our
wildlife friends may have become bad.

It’s tough being a critter out there.
Food, water, cover and adequate
space are all wildlife needs. And
sometimes our trees become essential
habitat elements. Wildlife’s quest to
survive may place them at odds with
our objectives of growing trees. This
can create dilemmas for land man-
agers. Now what?

Define the problem
It is very important to determine if

there really is a problem. Usually

damage is noticed on some trees dur-
ing forest walks, but this doesn’t give
us a sense of scale. It is important to
objectively assess the situation to
determine a proper course of action.

First, note what kind of damage is
occurring. Is the foliage damaged or
eaten? Are there chew marks or
girdling of the stems? Are the stems
torn or cleanly-nipped? Was the stem
damaged by physical rubbing? How
high is the damage? What kind of
marks do you see?

Most animal damage involves
physical damage to the tree itself, usu-
ally in younger age classes or in the
younger tissue of tree tops when a
porcupine chews the cambium. The
young tree is usually eaten or mutilat-
ed by the teeth or claws of the critter,
resulting in visible damage. 

Perhaps the most common animal
damage complaint in forestry is
seedling destruction by ungulates.
Deer and elk will browse many differ-
ent kinds of vegetation as they saunter
across their home ranges. They will
sample many plants as they feed, stop-
ping to focus on those they particular-
ly like. They will often eat the tops out
of seedlings, especially cedars. Deer
and elk have no incisor teeth on the
top of their mouth, so they roughly
tear the vegetation. Hares will cleanly
nip at an angle. Nursery stock seems
to be particularly yummy and can be
selected like ice cream in newly plant-
ed areas. Other species of trees can
also have their tops nipped out, killing
or causing odd bushy growth in trees
that survive. 

Second, note the extent of the
damage. How many trees are dam-
aged or dead? What tree species are
affected? What proportion or spacing
of the trees is affected? Some informal
tree counts, or even plots, can give a
real assessment of what is going on.
Count 100 random trees and keep a
tally of the number damaged. Do
some circular plots and count the
number of target seedlings or
saplings, both intact and damaged, to
get an estimate of damage. Otherwise,
our eye is very biased and will overes-
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timate damage levels by focusing on
the damaged trees. This is an impor-
tant step.

Once a problem is identified, you
know the critter you are dealing with
and the numbers add up, then action
is in order.

Tolerance
Can you put up with it? In any

damage situation, first determine if
the level is acceptable. For example, if
browse damage is expected, plant at a
higher density and allow for some
loss. This could mean additional thin-
ning in the future, but protection is
not necessary. Bears make snags,
which are good habitat elements. Ask
yourself, are the animals engaged in
early thinning? The best wildlife habi-
tats are structurally heterogeneous,
with openings and shrubs mixed with
mature trees. Animal damage can
actually create some of this diversity.
Is the damage within acceptable lev-
els? If so, there is no problem!

Armoring
If they can’t reach it, they can’t eat

it. Placing a cage of some kind on
each tree is an effective option. The
goal is to grow the tree large enough
that, if a deer or elk decides to eat it,
the top will be intact and the tree will

continue to survive. Vexar (or other
plastic-style) tubing is commonly used
and can be very effective. This method
is labor intensive but small woodland
owners can make good use of these
tubes. They can be secured with one
stake and zip ties or wire, and moved
upwards as the tree grows. Thin bam-
boo stakes with zip ties on them work
well. 

Homemade cages also work, using
wire of various kinds. Two-inch steel
mesh, 4 feet high and secured with a

T-post, is standard on many restora-
tion plantings in northcentral
Washington.

Famed tree farmer Ron Munro, at
the Crystal Lake Tree Farm near
Monroe, Washington, has had good
results tending his western red cedar
seedlings by installing Vexar tubes
and lifting them as the trees grow.

Beavers chew down trees to eat the
leaves, bark and cambium from small-
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Vexar tubes can protect your seedlings
from browsing deer.
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As seedlings grow, the tubes may need to be raised to cover the leader. Boyd Norton (L)
and Ron Munro install Vexar tubes near Monroe, Wash.
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By ED STYSKEL

fter a trek
through your
woods, have

you ever wondered
about the animals liv-
ing underground?
You can spend days
(and nights) afield
and see only a few, yet the reality is
that multitudes of vertebrate and
invertebrate species are probably there
yearlong.

The variety and life drama of
underground vertebrates are fascinat-
ing. Be glad you’re not the salaman-
der eaten by a snake, which in turn is
eaten by a skunk, all of whom are
subterranean at least part time. Life is
no easier for invertebrates, since that
salamander, before its demise, might
have snatched a spider that had previ-
ously grabbed a tiny mite. These sto-
ries are so numerous that their telling
must wait for another time or place.

Instead, the focus of this article is
about three invertebrates that are
common, overlooked (or taken for
granted) and highly beneficial to near-
ly every forest ecosystem. Ladies and
gentlemen, geezers and dudes, it’s time
to honor those superheroes of the
“EAT” team: Earthworms, Ants, and
Termites (Figure 1).

Earthworms
Biology & distribution. Experts cat-

egorize earthworms into three groups.
Epigeic earthworms (litter dwellers)
are small, uniformly dark-pigmented,
and reside in leaf litter, under the bark
of decaying logs, or in other concen-
trated organic material. The non-
native European earthworm, or “red
wiggler” (Lumbricus rubellus), is in
this group. Anecic earthworms (top-
soil dwellers) are large, brown-pig-
mented, and inhabit a permanent or
semi-permanent vertical burrow to a
depth of 3 feet or more. They emerge
on the surface at night to pull fresh

plant detritus into their burrow. The
non-native common nightcrawler
(Lumbricus terrestris), which can
motor 60 feet in one evening, is in this
group. Endogeic earthworms (subsoil
dwellers) are large, weakly-pigmented,
and live in the mineral soil. They con-
sume organic matter and microbes
within the soil or at the soil-litter
interface. All three groups consume
mineral soil to varying degrees, but
the endogeics are the greatest proces-
sors of it.

Each earthworm has male and
female sex organs but usually repro-
duces by exchanging sperm with
another. The sperm fertilizes eggs
which are deposited, along with a
food source for development, into a
sac or cocoon. The cocoon is then
secreted into a small cavity in the soil
where hatching occurs in about three-
to-four weeks (depending on species).
Growth to maturity may take from
five months to a few years.

Many scientists theorize that native
earthworms disappeared from north-
ern Washington (except the coastal
areas), Idaho and Montana during
glaciation of the Pleistocene era.
Beginning with European settlement
in the Pacific Northwest, non-native
earthworms were introduced acciden-
tally or on purpose and now occur
widely.

West of the Cascade Mountains, as
many as 100 native and non-native
earthworm species may be present.
Some coastal species occupy decaying
logs, even to a height of 3-6 feet above
the ground surface. 

East of the Cascades, at least three
native species of earthworms are
known, of which all three are in
Oregon, one in Washington, and one
in western Idaho. None are in western
Montana. At least 10 non-native
species occur as follows: Oregon (6),
Washington (7), Idaho (10) and
Montana (4). Experts estimate that
about 20 species may eventually be
found.

Soil moisture affects earthworm
abundance, activity patterns and geo-
graphic distribution. Soil temperature
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The Wildlife Underfoot
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Figure 1. Superhero engineers of the EAT team...earthworms, ants, and termites.
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influences seasonal activity, limiting
earthworms during warm and cold
periods; some species even go dor-
mant. Although the non-native
European earthworm and its relatives
typically do not inhabit soils with pH
below about 4.0, other species tolerate
lower values, including some Pacific
coast natives favoring pH 3.1-5.0.
Quality and quantity of food also
influence earthworm abundance.

Ecological function. Earthworms:

(1) transport soil and seeds between
the surface and deep soil; (2) produce

casts (poop) rich in essential nutrients
for plant growth; (3) improve soil sta-
bility, air porosity and moisture-hold-
ing capacity; (4) improve water infil-
tration; (5) help plant root growth by
creating channels lined with nutrients
for roots to follow; (6) provide a suit-
able environment for the mycorrhizal
associations that help tree roots access
soil nutrients; and (7) are a rich fatty
food source for many vertebrates.

Non-native earthworms can alter
previously worm-free soils and their
nutrient-cycling pathways or compete
with native species. An example is the
non-native European earthworm that
has threatened certain native plants in
the eastern U.S. by devouring the sur-
face litter of hardwood forests there
(Figure 2).

Forest management impacts.
Prescribed burns that prevent com-
plete destruction of the forest floor
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Figure 2. Non-native earthworms have depleted the leaf litter soil layer of some
hardwood forests in the eastern US.
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seem to have little or no effect on
earthworm populations; however, cat-
astrophic fire (or ground surface scari-
fication) is deleterious to epigeic and
anecic species because of the complete
loss of surface litter. Extensive soil
compaction or frequent cultivation
can harm all three worm groups.
Logging vehicles are known to carry
mud that contains earthworms or
cocoons into newly-accessed areas.
Herbicides containing glysophate, 2,4-
D or other active ingredients may be
toxic to worms depending on the
exposure time and dosage, but pub-

lished research on effects is sparse
and contradictory.

Conservation. To verify local
presence and distribution of earth-
worms, search in spring or late
autumn for earthworm casts on
ground litter or the soil surface.
Don’t release store-bought or per-
sonally collected earthworms into
the wild, especially at locations
where humans rarely go. Don’t
dump sod, soil, mulch, compost or
other organic debris into these
same wild places, since earthworms
or their cocoons may be stow-
aways. (Releasing earthworms at
home is probably acceptable, since
non-native earthworms may
already be established around
human development.) “Seeding”
earthworms or their cocoons
might be an option under certain
conditions (e.g., after catastrophic
wildfire), but only after evaluation
and planning by qualified techni-
cal experts who determine habitat
suitability and possible adverse eco-
logical effects.

Ants
Biology and distribution. There are

hundreds of ant species in the Pacific
Northwest that, depending on species,
nest under rocks, inside logs, under
vegetative thatch or deep underground.
Figure 3 shows the characteristics that
distinguish winged ants from termites.
Two of the most conspicuous forest
ants are the carpenter ant (Camponotus
modoc, C. vicinus, and others) which
forages primarily at night, and the
western thatch ant (Formica
obscuripes) that is active in daylight.

Thatch ants are the most wide-

spread and ecologically-dominant ant
species in North America, inhabiting
semi-arid habitats such as grasslands,
shrublands and forests. They usually
have a red head, red thorax and black
abdomen. Thatch ants are more
numerous in open canopy forests than
under a closed canopy because shade
and abundant soil moisture are asso-
ciated with fungal infections that
become fatal at nest sites. A single
colony of thatch ants may contain
more than one primary, and several
secondary, nests. One gigantic colony
in a grand fir/Douglas-fir forest in
northeast Oregon had 210 active nests
spread over 10 acres. Larger nests are
usually occupied yearlong, while

503-684-8168
1-800-783-6818

11825 SW Greenburg Road, Suite 200 
Tigard, OR 97223

www.nwforestryservices.com
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Figure 3. Characteristics that distinguish
winged ants versus termites.
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Figure 4. Western thatch ant nests may be up to
3 feet high and 4.5 feet in diameter above the
ground, and excavated up to 4 feet underground.
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smaller ones may be used only during
the foraging months. A complex net-
work of ant trails connects multiple
nests within a colony.

Eggs are laid in a brood chamber
under the thatch, or in a soil cavity,
from April until mid-August and are
tended by adult workers. They hatch
as larvae, then develop into pupae and
finally adults; time from egg to adult
is 61-122 days. Mating occurs during
morning nuptial flights in June and
July.

Thatch ant nest mounds of grasses,
twigs, and needles (Figure 4) are a
thermo-regulating strategy that
enables an early end to winter nest
dormancy. The thatch prevents nest
overheating from incoming solar radi-
ation and avoids loss of accumulated
heat at night. A nest might have many
entrances that provide access under
any weather condition or predator
threat.

The western thatch ant is an omni-
vore that will eat live or dead insects,
vertebrate carrion, plant tissues or
seeds, and (most important) honeydew
farmed from aphids.

Ecological function. Ants equal or
surpass earthworms in the amount of
soil they transport to the surface.
Increased soil movement oxygenates
soils, changes soil microbial communi-
ty structure, increases soil porosity
and water retention, and increases the
availability of nutrients for plants.
Birds and ants are primary predators
of the western spruce budworm, with
birds being most influential in the
upper one-third of the tree canopy
and ants taking the lead in the lower
one-third. The thatch ant, specifically,
is known to cause significant mortali-
ty to budworm and gypsy moth
pupae. Ants perform a critical ecosys-
tem function of bringing plant seeds
to their nest where some sprout in the
rich seedbed there. Nests of the thatch
ant provide habitat for over 100 other
insect species, serve as overwintering
and foraging habitats for small mam-
mals, and concentrate nutrients at the
site. Thatch ant workers care for
aphids to gain the honeydew they

produce. Ants often end up as a meal
for many vertebrates including bears,
woodpeckers, lizards and toads. They
are known to suppress the local abun-
dance of other ant species.

Forest management impacts.
Ground disturbance from fire, tree
harvest (especially clearcuts), fuel
reduction or livestock trampling can
easily damage or destroy thatch ant
nests and habitat. Colonies may sur-
vive fire by maintaining the queen and
brood below ground, but post-fire
survival is jeopardized if honeydew-
producing aphids are lost. Published
information is scant about the short-
and long-term effects of pesticides on
thatch ants specifically. However, data
on other species of North American
ants suggests that herbicides used
according to label instruction cause
little or no direct harm, but the loss of
vegetation those chemicals affect can
reduce worker populations for months
or longer. 

Conservation. Search for, map and
flag the location of thatch ant nests in
your forest, just as you might do for

important vertebrates. Protect nests
and large logs from ground distur-
bance or pollutants. Loss of thatch
covering just before winter may limit
time for the colony to deepen its
underground nest for freeze protec-
tion. If protection over extensive areas
is not chosen, leave untreated refugia
to allow ants to recolonize.

Termites
Biology & distribution. Termites are

social insects with distinct classes of
workers, soldiers, nymphs that serve
as reproductive adults with wings, and
larvae that are undifferentiated off-
spring (meaning they can become any
social class needed by the colony).
Figure 3 shows the characteristics that
distinguish winged termites from ants.
Termites are long-lived: workers can
live for one to several years and
queens can live a decade or longer.

Termites are categorized into three
groups. Dampwood termites do not
require soil contact for moisture, but
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they do need moisture in the wood
they consume. They are found in
dead, damp and rotten logs. Drywood
termites, presumably uncommon in
Pacific Northwest forests, are not
dependent on the ground for moisture
because their source of water is
derived metabolically, from a stump
for example. Subterranean termites
need contact with the soil to obtain
moisture for survival.

The two most common termites in
the Pacific Northwest are the Pacific
dampwood termite (Zootermopsis
angusticollis) and the western subter-
ranean termite (Reticulotermes hespe-
rus). 

The Pacific dampwood termite is
largest in size, exceeding 1 inch in
length including the wings. As
colonies mature, they produce winged
reproductives that leave the nest in
swarming flights during warm
evenings in late summer or fall (espe-
cially after rain). They usually nest
and feed within the same decaying
log.

The western subterranean termite
is small, about 3/8-inch long including
the wings. Their nests are in buried

stumps or logs that may be as deep as
20 feet underground. Mature colonies
may swarm annually at any time of
year. A colony that nests deep under-
ground will feed on tree roots and
multiple pieces of wood that are con-
nected by constructed subterranean
galleries. Termites are less abundant in
cold climates, they curtail foraging in
winter and extremely dry periods, and
they rarely injure or kill live trees.

Ecological function. Termites frag-
ment decaying wood during the early
stages of decomposition. Some move
mineral soil to the surface and create
pores for water infiltration. They
increase soil minerals and organic car-
bon, facilitate the growth of microbes
and help the growth of vegetation.
They also create channels in logs that
can shelter salamanders and other
small organisms. It might seem cruel
after such good work that animals big
and small love to eat termites.

Forest management impacts. Stand-
replacing wildfire will probably kill
dampwood termites, and may threat-
en subterranean termites by altering
the soils. It might take years for ter-
mites to recolonize severely-burned

areas because any remaining wood is
likely changed chemically and/or
structurally. Prescribed fire is less like-
ly to do harm unless onsite moisture
conditions become drier. Opening the
tree canopy in moist forests by log-
ging can also change the moisture
regime enough to dry aboveground
wood used by dampwood termites.

Conservation. Don’t pile slash for
burning onto or near tree stumps
and large logs, since radiant heat
may burn exposed wood or warm the
soil to a temperature lethal for ter-
mites. For prescription burns, scrape
or wet a fireline around stumps and
large logs to be saved. To prevent the
introduction of non-native termites,
don’t bring woody demolition debris
with possible termite damage into
your forest. Reintroducing native ter-
mites captured from neighboring
areas is a possible reclamation tech-
nique for extensive areas of severe
ground disturbance (e.g., catastroph-
ic wildfire), but should be evaluated
and planned by qualified scientists
for the highest success and least eco-
logical harm. ■

This article is based on ED STYSKEL’S
synthesis of 36 relevant scientific
references. Ed is a Certified Wildlife
Biologist® and member of the
Washington Farm Forestry and
National Woodland Owners Associa-
tions. Now retired from the US
Forest Service and private consulting,
he lives and owns forestland in Pend
Oreille County, Washington. He can
be reached at edstyskel@gmail.com.
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By JENNIFER WEIKEL

roviding habi-
tat for wildlife
can be chal-

lenging or easy,
depending on how
you look at it.
Wildlife is a very
broad term and has different meaning
to different people. For many, the
term “wildlife” invokes images of
game species such as elk, deer, bear, or
grouse. Others think of highly visible/
charismatic species such as bald eagles
or other raptors. If you own forest-
land and are currently struggling with
animal damage issues, you may think
of porcupines, beaver, black bear or
even squirrels. As a professional
wildlife biologist, when I hear the
word wildlife my image is of the less-
noticed animals such as songbirds,
woodpeckers, mice, voles, shrews,
salamanders, snakes and lizards.
These smaller, less-noticed critters
likely make up a majority of the ani-
mals that make our forestlands home.
Collectively, how we manage the for-
est parcels we own can have a strong
influence on the abundance of these
animals.

I am a strong believer that wildlife
habitat can be provided and enhanced
in almost all situations. However, your
options for incorporating wildlife
habitat will vary depending on: 1)
your own management goals and
objectives, 2) the location/ecological
type of forest, 3) how much land you
own, and 4) the starting condition of
the stand. For example, it does not
make sense to try to manage habitat
for a large-ranging wildlife species if
you own a small forest plot in the
middle of an urban area. However,
there is still value in managing for
other wildlife species. Providing

wildlife habitat on a small, urban for-
est lot can still be locally important.

In this article, I focus on a few for-
est management actions which are
likely to benefit a large range of
wildlife species, across a variety of for-
est types throughout this region.
Following is a summary of these
actions.

Incorporate dead wood into forest
management

In my opinion, dead wood (snags
and downed logs) is the number one
component of wildlife habitat, where
even small improvements can lead to
big gains for wildlife. As much as 50
percent of the wildlife species in any
given area rely on, or frequently use,
dead wood for part of their life history
and this pattern is consistent across
most forest types. Snags (standing
dead trees) are of particular impor-
tance. They are an essential habitat
component for many wildlife species,
especially birds and bats. The presence

of snags in a forest has a cascading
effect on wildlife. Snags are needed by
most species of woodpeckers for nest-
ing. The cavities created by wood-
peckers are used by a whole host of
other birds such as bluebirds, chick-
adees, wrens and some species of
swallows, owls and ducks. They can
also be important den sites for squir-
rels and other small mammals.
Crevices under sloughing bark are
used for nesting by brown creepers
and as roosting sites for many bat
species. Even critters such as salaman-
ders can be found high off the ground
and under the bark of snags.
Although tall snags are better than
short snags, the diameter of snags is
even more important. Study after
study has documented that wildlife
tend to select the largest-diameter
snags in a stand for use. Large snags
will also provide habitat for a wider
breadth of species, including large
birds such as the pileated woodpecker
and wood duck. The larger the snag,
the slower it will decay as well, thus
providing habitat over a longer time
period. That said, if you only own
forestland with smaller trees, even
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Three Easy Tips to Get the
Best Bang for Your Buck

–Continued on next page–
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These partially-hollow logs would have provided great wildlife habitat if left in the unit
rather than in the landing.
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small diameter snags can be used by
some species. There can be value in
retaining or creating snags in trees as
small as 10-11 inches in diameter
(dbh), although it is preferable to
have snags that are 18 inches dbh or
greater to maximize benefit for multi-
ple species. Snags are important in all
ages of forest, including young stands.
Snags in harvested stands are impor-
tant for bluebirds and swallows that
are only found in open habitats.
Having a range of ages, or decay
classes, of snags is also important as
young snags are used by some ani-
mals, whereas softer more decayed
snags are used by others. In general,
the greater number of snags you have,
the greater range and abundance of
cavity-using wildlife you will have.
Abundance of some species likely
plateaus as snag density increases,
likely with about two or more snags
per acre.

Downed logs are also important
for a whole suite of wildlife, but the
use switches from being dominated by
birds to be mostly small mammals
(mice, shrews and voles), amphibians
and reptiles. The relationship between
quantity and size of downed logs and
wildlife is less studied than for snags,
but in general, larger downed logs are
considered to be better habitat than
small logs. Large logs will decay more
slowly and have more surface area for
wildlife to find nooks and crannies to
use.

Incorporating dead wood into for-
est management can be relatively easy.
Here are some tips:

• Retain and minimize damage to
existing snags and downed logs, espe-
cially at time of harvest.

• Retain trees that have significant
damage or that are already suffering
from disease or damage. Although
one does have to weigh this strategy
against possible risks due to forest
diseases, this can be a good tool
where the disease agent is likely to be
localized.

• Create snags by girdling or top-
ping with a mechanical harvester or
by a professional tree climber.

• Live trees can be felled to supple-
ment downed wood.

• When thinning small-diameter
stands, keep some of the harvested
trees in the stand. If small, create piles
of logs.

• Leave cull logs or butt logs in the
stand, rather than stacked on a land-
ing/roadside edge where they may
become firewood.

Maintain and improve vegetative
and structural diversity

Another important component of
wildlife habitat that has a strong influ-
ence is vegetative diversity. The more
diverse the vegetation in an area, the
more diverse the wildlife community is
likely to be. Vegetative diversity is
important at all scales, from land-
scapes to microsites. Having a diverse
range of forest types (e.g., hardwood,
conifer and mixed), a diverse range of
seral stages (e.g., clearcut/open to old
forest structure), and a diversity of
stand sizes on the landscape is going
to influence wildlife communities and
populations on a big scale. However,
diversity at smaller scales can be
equally important. As an example,
although some species need large con-
tiguous stands of older forest, the

diversity within those stands is also
critically important. Here tree species
diversity, variable vertical layering of
vegetation, as well as horizontal “gap-
piness” are important. In contrast,
diversity can also be important at very
small scales for less mobile species. For
example, quail love edges, such as the
contrast between openings and dense
shrub patches.

When it comes to vegetative diver-
sity, hardwood trees and shrubs can
be particularly important, especially
within the context of conifer-domi-
nated stands. They provide an element
of diversity to the stand and are
important food sources for many
types of wildlife. Hardwood trees and
shrubs provide forage for ungulates
such as deer and elk. Mast-producing
trees and shrubs, those that produce
berries or nuts, are also a key source
of food for wildlife. Insects abound
on hardwoods, especially deciduous
hardwoods. These insects provide an
important food source for songbirds.
In western Oregon, research has
shown that even a relatively small
amount of cover of deciduous shrubs
in clearcut stands can have a large
impact on the number of bird species
present.

Creating or maintaining diversity in a stand, such as making small openings or
retaining leave patches in an otherwise harvested area, will promote wildlife diversity.
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Vegetative diversity can be man-
aged or created in most forest stands
through forest management activities.
Listed below are some tips for
increasing diversity within your forest
property.

When harvesting:
• Retain patches of hardwood trees

or shrubs, especially deciduous or
mast-producing plants.

• Create small gaps or patch cuts,
as well as uncut “skips”, when thin-
ning or conducting a partial cut to
maximize the horizontal diversity.

• Create small gaps in otherwise
closed-canopy stands. These small
gaps attract wildlife and can lead to
increased growth of understory trees
and shrubs, thus increasing structural
diversity in a stand.

When reforesting:
• When conducting vegetation con-

trol, consider leaving small patches of
high-value shrubs unmanaged.

• Consider planting multiple tree
species, where appropriate.

• Consider planting or seeding-in
with native shrubs or other understo-
ry plants if these are particularly
devoid in your forest stand (but care-
fully consider what species are likely
to grow well in your area).

Maintain unique features on your
tree farm

My third piece of advice for man-
aging for wildlife habitat is to not
overlook the unique features that
occur on your tree farm. Places that
are unique and different are often the
places we enjoy the most or gravitate
to as landowners. They are also often
unique areas of wildlife habitat that
can play an important, localized role
in contributing to wildlife popula-
tions. For example, that old shack on
your property may actually be func-
tioning as a maternal roosting site for
bats (where bats give birth and rear
their young). The small, seepy area
that creates many forestry challenges
may actually be a key site for amphib-
ians such as torrent salamanders.
Meadows or other natural openings,
wetlands, ponds and streams are some

of the more obvi-
ous unique fea-
tures that are
often important
wildlife areas. If
you are lucky
enough to have
cliff faces or old
mines on your
property, these
are areas bats
may frequent and
find roosting
locations.
Individual,
unique trees such
as an old oak tree
or a very large
residual conifer are also places that
seem to be magnets for wildlife.

The type of management tools for
unique places are as varied as the pos-
sible list of unique features that one
may find on their property. Generally
speaking, the primary management
tool will be to maintain the unique
feature. This could mean having a no-
entry zone for heavy equipment or
maintaining a vegetative buffer
around sensitive areas. Active man-
agement may be needed for other
areas, such as meadows, to remove
encroaching trees. For unique trees,
managing around these trees to
release them or reduce competition
may be important to maintain their
health and vigor.

Summary
I will close in the same place where

I started, by stating that providing
habitat for wildlife can be challenging,
or easy, depending on how you look
at it. It is impossible to provide habi-
tat for all wildlife since their habitat
needs vary widely and there is no one
strategy that will work for all species.
It helps to think about your goals and
objectives, as well as the starting con-
ditions of your property. From there,
first take a hard look at your different
stand types to see which components
of wildlife habitat you already have. It
is much easier to maintain what you
have than to start from scratch to add

habitat components to a stand. Next,
start tinkering! Maybe create a snag
or two, or fell a few trees to add some
dead wood to a stand, or create a
small patch cut to add horizontal
diversity to a stand. When harvesting,
think outside the box and consider
leaving that patch of hardwood trees
or the half-dead crooked conifer tree.
Wildlife LOVE messy harvest units
with retained trees, shrubs, and dead
wood. Lastly, watch and enjoy! Take
binoculars out with you to see what
wildlife is using your stands or your
newly-created wildlife habitat. Trail
cams can also be a lot of fun to play
with since they capture photos or
videos of the shyer, less-seen wildlife
that use your property. I also highly
recommend keeping a wildlife list. It
is fun to get the whole family involved
in adding wildlife sightings. Plus, you
can wow your visitors with your long
list of all of the critters that make
your property home! ■

JENNIFER WEIKEL is a wildlife biolo-
gist for the Private Forest Program at
the Oregon Department of Forestry.
She is also a Master Woodland
Manager and she and her husband
own a small tree farm in Polk County,
Oregon. Jennifer can be reached at
Jennifer.weikel@oregon.gov or at 503-
945-7398.
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Unique features, such as this small spring-fed creek, can be mag-
nets for wildlife.
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By FRAN CAFFERATA COE AND
JULIE WOODWARD

arly seral forests
are important
for some species

of songbirds because
they provide crucial
cover, foraging and
nesting habitat. The
orange-crowned war-
bler, rufous hum-
mingbird and white-
crowned sparrow are
just a few of the
species associated
with young forests in
Oregon. While man-
aged forests provide
wildlife habitat at all
seral stages, this arti-
cle can help managers learn what
habitat components are important in
young plantations. Land managers
are challenged with balancing the
increasing demand for wood with the
need to provide habitat for wildlife.
By implementing some of the man-

agement ideas outlined below, land
managers can increase habitat for
wildlife while still growing timber.

Early seral-associated songbird
populations have been declining in
Oregon and other areas of the Pacific
Northwest. According to the U.S.
Geological Survey breeding bird sur-
vey, many of the early seral-depend-
ent species are declining at a rate of
2-4 percent per year. An emphasis on
conservation and creation of late seral
and old-growth forests on federal
lands that occurred in the latter part
of the last century has likely con-
tributed to the overall decrease in the
extent of early seral forests. The man-
agement emphasis on creating late
seral and old-growth forests on federal
lands has resulted in a land use pat-
tern where early seral forests are dis-
proportionately found in areas domi-
nated by private land ownership.
Private land ownership therefore plays
an important role in maintaining and
developing early successional forests.
The steep declines in early seral-
dependent songbirds is one reason

researchers continue to study the
effects of forest management on these
populations. Here is a summary of
current research findings:

• Retaining hardwood cover,
including trees and shrubs, in young
plantations will help provide habitat
for early seral-dependent species such
as rufous hummingbirds, orange-
crowned warblers and Swainson’s
thrushes.

• Some species of songbirds, such
as violet-green swallows, are higher in
abundance in intensively-managed
stands, exhibiting no negative effects
associated with the use of herbicides.

• Hardwood cover is important for
songbirds, but one study showed that
herbicide treatments targeting hard-
woods do not appear to have an
impact on nest survival for the white-
crowned sparrow.
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Orange-crowned warblers like this one
will benefit from hardwood shrubs across
the landscape.
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• In the Oregon Coast Range, plant
diversity is a strong driver of moth
abundance and diversity in early seral
plantations. One study provided evi-
dence that common forest manage-
ment practices are compatible with
high levels of moth species diversity,
an important food source for song-
birds.

• Bird species use both conifer and
hardwood stands for cover.

• Forest management actions or
treatments that maintain or restore
broadleaf vegetation, even in small
amounts, can help provide habitat for
early seral-associated songbird species.

• Developing and maintaining
deciduous shrubs in early seral forests
will go a long way toward providing
songbird habitat at all seral stages.

Land managers may use a variety
of methods to provide habitat for
early seral-dependent songbirds.
Given the current research, we suggest
a combination of the following

depending on individual site condi-
tions and landowner objectives.

Shrub and hardwood tree
management

•Leave approximately 10 percent of
the landscape with hardwoods.

• Maintain shrubs in plantations.
Consider designating clumps of
shrubs for retention before harvest to
maintain shrubs on the landscape and
decrease competition with young trees.
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An elderberry shrub provides nesting habitat for early seral songbirds.
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er branches and to gather building
materials. If you see they are working
on a specific group of trees, wrap the
base in chicken wire several layers
thick to deter the determined chewers.
Trapping or shooting can remove the
current animals, but beavers are colo-
nizers and they will be back. If a par-
ticularly valuable tree is being selected
by beaver, deer or elk, armor it with
wire.

Be sure your stakes are strong
enough to withstand snow or other
local environmental factors. Usually
deer will nose around and move on to
the next plant if there is a barrier.
Remember, the barrier has to be stout
enough and tight enough to prevent
deer noses from getting in. Elk are big
and strong and have been known to
pull cages off when they really want to
eat something. In wetter environments,
some land managers have planted a
spruce immediately alongside cedar
and the deer will sometimes leave the
cedar alone; maybe because they don’t
want a mouthful of spiny spruce!

Repellents
A variety of repellents are available

and can be a very effective alternative,
but they must be applied regularly.
This often means two or more times
per year. There are many products
available to fill this need, with at least
20 on the market. Two commercial
products that have good track records
are Seadust and Plantskydd, both
manufactured with forestry in mind.

Both create a foul taste that the
browsers just don’t like. Look in hard-
ware stores in areas where deer fre-
quently eat ornamentals and the num-
ber of repellents on the shelf can be
amazing! Experiment and ask around
in your local area to find out what
works.

Distraction
Another technique to reduce big

game damage to seedlings is to pro-
vide an alternate food source nearby.
An Oregon experiment placed pre-
ferred forage near planted stock and
found reduced damage to planted
seedlings (Campbell, 1978). This
could consist of planting wildlife for-
age mix in food plots, or on skid trails
and disturbed soils.

Removal
Removal can be a tactic of last

resort. Usually, wildlife populations
will simply return after the best-
intended efforts. Trapping can be
effective on hares and voles if done
diligently in areas with lots of dam-
age. Targeted trapping in new planta-
tions can reduce the numbers of
offending critters, but is also labor
intensive. Consult local fish and game
regulations for restrictions on meth-
ods. Remember, body gripping traps
are illegal in Washington.

Legal hunting can be used to
remove some animals, and will pro-
duce effective harassment, but only
during periods of hunting. Hunting
needs to be carefully managed to
avoid conflicts with neighbors.
Seldom will hunting remove enough
animals to eliminate damage.

Poisons have traditionally been
used for various critters, but non-tar-
get animal kill and the introduction of
such toxins to the environment can
result in unforeseen consequences.

Harassment (e.g., motion-operated
sprinklers, dogs and noise) can teach
animals to stay away from certain
areas, but these techniques are labor
intensive and wildlife can quickly
learn to ignore the disturbance. 

Consult with your local fish and

wildlife department before embarking
on programs involving any removal
method to be sure you are within legal
limitations.

Special cases
Bears. Black bear damage is a par-

ticularly growly issue. They will use
their claws and teeth to scrape the
thin bark from pole-sized trees in the
early spring to get at the sweet cambi-
um beneath. This can kill trees in
young plantations and can result in
clusters of mortality. It is thought to
be a learned behavior within the
bear’s social order, and is usually
attributed to one or a few animals in a
locale. The stands often are in need of
thinning or have recently been
thinned at the time of the bear dam-
age. Armoring of trees likely won’t
work since the bears, well, are bears
and can tear off whatever you try.
Branches down to the ground might
discourage damage, but probably
doesn’t help. Sometimes targeted
hunts can remove the problem ani-
mals, but you may get the wrong bear.
Feeding has been tried in some areas
recently, with some success reported.
Concerns are high costs, the need to
maintain the program, and the possi-
bility of creating higher bear popula-
tions! Unfortunately, bear damage
usually means tolerance; try to con-

Bears can cause significant damage in
their quest for sweet cambium.
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sider it free thinning and creation of
good wildlife habitat in the form of
snags and openings!

Voles. Also known as meadow
mice, voles are most numerous in
grassy areas. They live in tunnels just
under the surface and come above
ground to girdle young trees by chew-
ing through the stem and eating the
cambium beneath the thin bark. This
damage is generally within just a few
inches of the ground. Small tubes on
seedlings can help, but must be placed
in contact or below the surface of the
ground to prevent girdling. Clearing
the grass back at least 18 inches from
the seedling can help, since they don’t
like to be out in the open.

Predator Assistance. Voles can be
effectively reduced, but not eliminat-
ed, by providing perches for hawks
and owls. In and around young plan-
tations, install perch poles at least 12
feet high and spaced approximately
four to six times the height of the
poles to allow for the flight angle to
the ground from each perch. These
can be attached to fence posts and
don’t necessarily need a T on top.
Select poles from your forest with top
diameters from two to six inches and
a few short branches near the top. If
they will be buried in the ground,

treat the base with some sort of
sealant or char it with fire to help
slow the rot process. Snowshoe hares
and cottontail rabbits will also some-
times girdle young seedlings, and these
techniques will help deter them.

Sapsuckers. Sapsuckers wound
thin-barked trees with holes in neat
rows, sometimes all over selected stems.
Many species are migratory and return
to the same sets of holes, repeatedly
reopening them. When the tree emits
sap to fill the wound the bird actually
sips the sap and eats the insects attract-
ed to it. Other species, such as hum-
mingbirds, also use these wells to
access the sweet sap. Usually the pres-
ence of sap wells does not visibly affect
the tree because the cambium and
phloem are still quite functional. On
rare occasions, sapsuckers can girdle
and kill a tree, but this seems to usually
occur on off-site trees and ornamen-
tals. Sapsuckers are federally-protected
species and cannot be killed.

Enjoying wildlife on our small
woodlands is one of the great joys of
forestry. When they damage our trees
we must carefully consider all of our
options for dealing with the situation.
Many references are available and I
encourage you to do your own
research, and reach out to your local
experts. ■

KEN BEVIS is the Landowner
Assistance biologist for the Washington
Department of Natural Resources. Ken
has a BS in Forestry and Wildlife from
Virginia Tech (1979), and an MS in
Biology from Central Washington
University (1994). He has worked for
the US Forest Service, the Yakama
Indian Nation and the state of
Washington. He continues to be fasci-
nated with dead trees and works daily
on his singing and quirky sense of
humor. He can be reached at 360-489-
4802 or Ken.Bevis@dnr.wa.gov.
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Installation of a series of perch poles
can invite raptors to watch over your
plantation, like this one in Washington.
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Purchasing Douglas-fir sawlogs
and timber at the following locations:

Olympia, WA 360-596-4232

Longview, WA 360-414-3401

Springfield, OR 541-729-3922
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TreeSmarts: Forest Research You
Can Use appears in every other issue
of Northwest Woodlands. Column
editor Ed Styskel reviews research
being conducted from a host of
sources, sorts through the items of
interest to family forest owners, and

provides a short summary of the perti-
nent results in understandable lan-
guage. If you have a suggestion to
share with Ed, please contact him
directly at edstyskel@gmail.com. 

Wade, A. 2015. Local Specialty
and Niche Market Potential:

Opportunities for Oregon’s Small
Woodland Owners. M.S. Thesis,
Oregon State University. Accessed on
August 2, 2015 at: hdl.handle.net/
1957/56355.

(Reviewer Comment: The space
limit of this column is not adequate
to summarize the abundant knowl-
edge and creative ideas from this the-
sis. If you are considering (or already
have) a business for specialty and
niche forest products, it’s worthwhile
to download and read the complete
document.)

Small landowners in the state of
Oregon find it difficult to compete
with larger companies that provide
traditional forest products to con-
sumers. Many landowners hope for
profits from their land, but are not
necessarily interested in, or have the
capability to, harvest timber or other
traditional forest products. Specialty
and niche forest products can poten-
tially provide opportunities to
improve stewardship and profitabili-
ty from their land.

Specialty and niche forest prod-
ucts can be divided into basic cate-
gories: (1) medicinals and botanicals,
(2) forest-based food products,
(3) woody decorative florals, and
(4) handicraft products and specialty
woods. Their benefits are numerous
and may include: cash flow while
waiting for timber crops to mature;
less competition than markets for
sawlogs, pulpwood or posts; more
opportunity to connect with cus-
tomers; and higher prices for prod-
ucts. On the other hand, challenges
exist within these markets and
include: underdeveloped and some-
times nonexistent market pathways;
unknown product demand; and gen-
erally higher labor costs and time
commitments.

To assess the current market for
local specialty and niche forest prod-
ucts, the author: (1) gathered back-
ground information and performed a
literature review on the subject;

Certified Public
Accountants

1501 4th Avenue 
Suite 2880
Seattle, WA
98101-1631
www.bbjsllp.com

206.682.4840

TreeSmarts: Forest Research You Can Use
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(2) coordinated focus groups and/or
interviews with subject area experts;
(3) used information gathered from
steps (1) and (2) above to develop
landowner, manufacturer, and con-
sumer surveys; (4) administered
landowner and manufacturer surveys
via mail; (5) coordinated and publi-
cized a “Goods From The Woods”
fair in Clackamas County, Oregon; (6)
administered a consumer survey at
that fair; and (7) evaluated surveys,
expert interviews, and the literature
review in order to make appropriate
recommendations for further market
assessment needs and future economic
development projects in the specialty
and niche wood products sector.

Wade describes helpful strategies
for marketing such products for an
effective competitive advantage. For
example, niche products with multiple
markets reduce risk and increase flexi-
bility for a producer. Hazelnuts fit this
strategy because they can be sold in
the shell, as crushed nuts, pressed for
oils, used in other products, or stored
for later sale.

She identifies market pathways
(routes toward the final purchaser) for
such products. Producers can either
sell raw material or produce a value-
added product. That product can be
directly marketed to consumers, retail-
ers, or wholesalers, or be sold on the
internet. Direct marketing to con-
sumers would likely require smaller
quantities and higher prices, while
selling to wholesalers would likely
require higher quantities and lower
prices. Direct marketing to customers
at farmers markets, fairs and shows is
a popular option for specialty and
niche forest products producers. For
those who do not desire the customer
interaction and effort of direct mar-
keting to consumers, the wholesale
option may be more attractive.

Wade’s summary of comments
from the surveyed experts identifies
barriers and/or opportunities for pro-
ducers. She also discusses Oregon’s
social demographics, the importance
of forest stewardship and local mar-

kets to consumers, and additional
resources needed by producers and
manufacturers.

She ends her thesis with the follow-
ing thoughts. Individual landowners
or groups starting from scratch in the
specialty or niche business should:
organize focus groups (for landown-
ers, manufacturers and consumers);
understand specific regulatory chal-
lenges; interview innovators in special-
ty and niche forest products in the
region; and identify more specific edu-
cational tools and economic develop-
ment projects. The limiting factor in
understanding wood product poten-
tial seems to be individual creativity,
ingenuity, courage and energy. This
requires a new way of thinking about
how to assess market demand and
potential that is locally-focused and
not necessarily solely about dollars,
but rather incorporating the environ-
mental and social values of ecosystem
services as well. ■
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DEAR TREEMAN, Thank you for
volunteering for the Forest Field Day.
The kids enjoyed your station where
you queried them on various state
symbols. However, did you know the
Oregon state rock, the thunder egg, is
not really a rock at all? —Amanda

DEAR AMANDA, Thank you for the
recognition. And although somewhat
of a sciolist when it comes to geolo-
gy, thunder eggs are indeed a rock.
Well, sorta...kinda...

While technically not a rock, thun-
der eggs contains both rock (igneous)
and mineral (usually quartz) that
formed about 60 million years ago. It
is a structure, sometimes a nodule
(irregularly rounded mineral), some-
times a geode (a secondary structure
within rocks), occurring in rhyolite
(the volcanic equivalent of granite) or
perlitic (volcanic glass—remember
our discussion on flint versus obsidi-
an?) Size ranges from smaller than a
golf ball to bigger than a breadbasket.

Thunder eggs are somewhat of a
mystery and there are numerous the-
ories on their formation. Some insist
that the characteristics and unique
internal patterns of typical thunder
eggs is due to expansion and rupture
of rock by gases. Others contend the
pattern is due to desiccation (drying)
of a colloid or gel. Whatever the
process, after the cavity that contains
the “egg” is formed, further develop-
ment is extremely variable in the
amount of time needed to complete
the process (the degree and type of

physical charac-
teristics).

Thunder eggs
usually look like
ordinary rocks on
the outside (some-
what rounded, knobby—sort of a
miniature asteroid), but slicing them
in half and polishing them reveals the
intricate patterns and colors (some-
times hollow or partially hollow) that
place them in such demand. Maybe
that’s why, on March 30, 1965, the
thunder egg was designated as the
Oregon state rock.

While Oregon remains one of the
most famous locations, thunder eggs
can be found all over the world.
Germany is an important area for
thunder egg agates, while other
countries known for their thunder
eggs include regions in Africa,
Poland, Romania, Turkey, Mexico,
Argentina, Canada, Australia and
France. Closer to home, various
names for thunder eggs exist in rela-
tion to location and unique charac-
teristics: donnybrook, fallen tree,
jackrabbit spring, lucky strike, killer
green, and yellow jacket, to name a
few.

Native American legend consid-
ered the rocks to be the eggs of the
thunderbirds, a supernatural bird of
power and strength, which occupied
Mount Hood and Mount Jefferson.
Thunder Spirits on the mountains
hurled the “eggs” at each other dur-
ing their war games, thus creating
thunderstorms. Thunderbirds went
on to become immortalized by Ford
Motor Company, but now you’re
going to hear the rest of the story.

While Mount Hood and Mount
Jefferson, at 11,239 and 10,497 feet in
elevation respectively, are Oregon’s
two highest peaks, the next three
highest mountains in the state are

related—the Three Sisters. But such
was not always the case. Prior to the
war games between the thunder-
birds of Hood and Jefferson, there
were two peaks that rivaled the lofty
dwellings of these noble warriors.

Mount Zenith and Mount
Jacqueline were located south of
Mount Jefferson. Extending a transect
line through the four mentioned
peaks reveals them in relative close
proximity to each other. The prodi-
gious volume of today’s thunder
eggs is testament to the intensity
and protraction in which the combat-
ants delivered these projectiles. And
while voluminous in number, there
was an indirect correlation to their
accuracy.

Collateral damage from these
Thunder Spirits was extensive and
altered mountain ology, as it is
known today. Mount Zenith, the
once-prominent, razor-sharp peak of
the Cascades, had its top obliterated
by a puissant projectile. Once the third
highest peak, having been ignomin-
iously relegated to eighth, ingloriously
changed its name to Broken Top. And
consider Mount Jacqueline, fourth on
the list and a once splendorous, multi-
ple-mucronated mountain. Upon los-
ing two of its appendages and now a
mere shadow of itself in 24th place, is
currently known as Three Fingered
Jack.

With all of the misinformation
regarding the history of Oregon’s
thunder eggs, it is rather apropos
that Oregon adopted it as the state
rock, when technically it isn’t really a
rock. Same with the state tree, the
Douglas-fir, not really a fir. And how
‘bout the Oregon grape, which is not
a grape, but a state flower? However,
Oregon’s state bird is really a bird, the
western meadowlark, although
shared by five other states. And con-
sider an Oregon icon, the beaver is
also state animal of New York! And
now you know...the rest of the story.
—Treeman

Tips From The Treeman
▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

Steve Bowers
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Downed wood management
• Avoid moving large-diameter logs

that are intended for downed wood to
the landing. Distribute large-diameter
downed wood from landings back
into the plantation, if practicable.

• Leave large-diameter downed logs
distributed throughout the plantation
instead of piling them into slash piles,
where practicable.

• Leave large-diameter logs during
commercial thinning operations. This
will increase the amount of downed
wood as the stand ages.

• Avoid mechanical damage of
existing downed logs and retain them

on the landscape.
• Place skid trails around large

downed wood when possible. When
not feasible, move the large downed
wood to the side with as little distur-
bance to the log as possible.

• Look for opportunities to use
unmerchantable portions of large-
diameter logs as downed wood, plac-
ing it within the unit and away from
landings.

Snag and leave tree management
• Retain existing snags where it’s

safe to do so.
• Leave “extra” wildlife trees for

future snag recruitment. Consider
leaving the big wildlife trees that are
of low economic value.

• Consider snag creation in areas
with fewer than two snags per acre.

• Leave green recruitment trees,
both in clumps and scattered through-
out a harvest unit.

Early seral forests are just as impor-
tant for wildlife as old-growth forests
(Swanson, et al. 2014). Privately-
owned timberlands make up the
largest percentage of young forests in
Oregon. However, for young forests to
be effective habitat for wildlife, espe-
cially early seral-associated songbirds,
they need to contain these key habitat
components: downed wood, hard-
wood trees and shrubs, and snags.
Implementing the management rec-
ommendations above will provide
habitat for many species including
early seral-associated songbirds.
Monitoring will help you determine
the success of your actions. For more
information on monitoring see the
Woodland Fish and Wildlife
Publication on Techniques and Tools
for Monitoring Wildlife on Small
Woodlands available at: knowyourfor-
est.org. 

The most recent publication in the
Oregon Forest Resources Institute
(OFRI) Wildlife in Managed Forests
series: Early Seral-Associated
Songbirds, highlights how young
forests are critical to songbirds. The
information provided in this article
synthesizes research from a variety of

organizations in the Pacific
Northwest.  ■

FRAN CAFFERATA COE is president of
Cafferata Consulting and a Certified
Wildlife Biologist. She can be reached
at 503-680-7939 or fran@cafferata-
consulting.com. JULIE WOODWARD is
a forester and manager of Wildlife in
Managed Forests program for OFRI.
She can be reached at 503-807-1614
or Woodward@ofri.org.
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